
Sonic toothbrush with replaceable tip BV 2001 (blue/yellow) Ref: 6973734201651
Sonic toothbrush with head set BV 2001 (blue/yellow)

Bitvae BV 2001 sonic toothbrush with extra tip (Blue-Yellow)
The Bitvae BV 2001 Sonic Toothbrush is a unique combination of innovative technology and user convenience that transforms daily teeth
cleaning into an effective and enjoyable activity. Providing deep cleaning, gentle care for sensitive gums, and a massage feature, this
model is the perfect solution for anyone looking to maintain a healthy smile. Easy charging and a charming design with rabbit ears add
charm to the toothbrush, making it not only practical but also an attractive addition to your bathroom.
 
Multifunctionality: 3 Cleaning Modes
The Bitvae BV 2001 toothbrush stands out with its three operating modes: 'Clean' for deep cleaning, 'Soft' for gentle cleaning of sensitive
gums and orthodontic appliances, and 'Massage' for gum stimulation and periodontal disease prevention. With this versatility, every user
can customize their cleaning method to meet their individual needs, ensuring optimal oral care.
 
Intelligent Timers for Effective Brushing
The integrated 2-minute timer with a reminder every 30 seconds to change the brushing area is  a key feature of  the Bitvae BV 2001
toothbrush. This feature ensures even and thorough cleaning of all  areas of the oral cavity, in line with dentists'  recommendations for
maintaining dental and gum health.
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Universal Charging: User Convenience
The ability  to  charge the toothbrush using a phone charger,  power bank,  or  other  power sources is  a  significant  advantage of  the BV
2001 model. This flexibility makes it incredibly easy and convenient to keep the device ready for use, regardless of the user's location.
 
High-Quality Bristles and Tongue Cleaner
The toothbrush is equipped with extra-soft and thin bristles that are gentle on the gums while effectively removing plaque. Additionally,
the built-in tongue cleaner on the other side allows for comprehensive oral hygiene, removing bacteria and food residues from this area
as well.
 
Design and Set Contents
The charming design with decorative rabbit ears sets the Bitvae BV 2001 toothbrush apart from traditional products. The set includes the
toothbrush, charging cable, cap, replaceable tip, and user manual, providing a complete package for anyone looking to care for their oral
health.
 
 
Toothbrush x 1
Cable x 1
Cap x 1
Replaceable tip x 1
User Manual x 1
 
 
Brand
Bitvae
Model
2001
Color
Blue-Yellow
 
 

Price:

€ 19.00

Health & Beauty, Sonic toothbrush
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